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Blacksburg Presbyterian Church 
Sunday, July 16, 2017 

Reverend Elizabeth Link 
“In the Beginning” 

 
Intro: 
On Christmas Eve 1968, the three Apollo 8 astronauts, Bill Anders, Frank Borman, and 
Jim Lovell, floated in space, set to orbit around the moon for the first time in human 
history.  They celebrated this remarkable achievement by reading some ancient 
religious poetry.  Even though the words were some 3,000 years old, they were familiar 
to most everyone who heard them.  The men read from Genesis 1 – beginning with the 
very first sentence of the Bible: “In the beginning God created the heavens and the 
earth.”  The grainy television image, crackling radio transmission, and intermittent NASA 
beeps only increased the sense of awe, the mystery, and the beauty of that moment.   
 
Let us listen now for the exquisite beauty in our Genesis story… 
 
Scripture Reading: Genesis 1:1-5 
In the beginning when God created the heavens and the earth, 2the earth was a 
formless void and darkness covered the face of the deep, while a wind from God swept 
over the face of the waters. 3Then God said, ‘Let there be light’; and there was light. 
4And God saw that the light was good; and God separated the light from the darkness. 
5God called the light Day, and the darkness he called Night. And there was evening and 
there was morning, the first day. 
 

In an article, theologian Richard Boyce observes the importance of context for 
the meaning of familiar words.  For example, the phrase “See you later” can mean one 
thing when tossed off as you leave the office on an ordinary afternoon.  But when 
whispered at the bedside of a dying friend, “See you later,” bears a deeper meaning. 

The opening line of our passage, “In the beginning…” is so familiar to us that we 
often do not pause to consider its particular meaning. 
 Our reading from Genesis is an origin story – our origin story.  It is poetry, hymn, 
and doxology.  To call it true is not to quibble with science.  Quite the opposite; it is to 
probe deeper than science can ever take us.  It is to acknowledge who we truly are and 
where we really came from.  It is to affirm, by faith, the reality of God, a world that is 
made good, and a beloved creation in humankind. 
 Genesis 1 teaches us that we come from a God who sees.  Seven times in this 
first creation narrative, God pauses to reflect on his work.  “And God saw,” v 4 begins.  
Well before the work is done, God steps back to behold all that is taking shape before 
God’s eyes.  Debie Thomas, in her blog post, pictures God as a musician who thrills at 
a swelling harmony, a poet who gasps at a beautiful turn of phrase.  Here, God lingers 
over creation – each blade of grass, each green leaf, each rolling stream, each and 
every child.  God is in no hurry.  God does not simply create, but he desires to create.  
With the gaze of an artist, God watches, observes, notices, and pays attention. 
 Genesis 1 teaches us that we come from a world that was created inherently 
good.  Before there was evil, there was goodness.  Before any sin, there was only 
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blessing.  Seven times in the first chapter of Genesis, God sees all God has created.  
And seven times, God pronounces is good. 
 Genesis 1 teaches us that we come from a God who makes new things.  An 
innovator at the world’s beginning, God did not stop just there.  Frederick Beuchner 
writes, “Using the same old materials of earth, air, fire, and water, every twenty-four 
hours God creates something new out of them.  If you think you’re seeing the same 
show all over again seven times a week, you’re crazy.  And the ‘you’ that wakes up was 
never the same before and will never be the same again, either.”  We are all in the long-
term process of becoming. 
 These words from Genesis are the first words about who we are.  The very first 
thing that has ever been true about us is that the very same God who created the 
heavens and the earth, is the very same God who stretched out the stars over the 
heavens and placed each grain of sand in the sea, and the very same God who created 
us.   

From the beginning, from before your first breath, God desired you - you were 
loved.  You were wished for.  You were called good.  And like creation, this is not a one-
time deal.  To be beloved by God is ongoing and unshakable.  Whenever that 
knowledge is threatened, whenever the chaos swirls and begins to pull you under, God 
will do what God has always done – God will say, “Let there be light.” 

My friend Jenny McDevitt, a pastor in Kansas City, shared her experience on the 
first day of school with our preaching group, By the Vine.  Jenny took the school bus for 
the first time on the first day of first grade.  She was excited about standing at the bus 
stop with her friends, excited about going somewhere without being driven there by her 
mother.  She was also terrified because she had no actual idea about how it worked.  
Until that first day, she had only ever seen children step into that strange, bendy door.  
She had no idea what was just beyond.  Nevertheless, on that first day the bus came, 
Jenny climbed aboard.  Not long after, the bus arrived at school and Jenny and her 
schoolmates climbed out.  Easy peasy, she said.  Easy peasy until the ride home.  
Jenny walked out of the school and saw a dozen yellow buses.  All identical except for 
various number painted at the top corner by the door.  And everyone there knew which 
bus was theirs, except for poor Jenny.  More than a few teachers saw her there, frozen 
in place.  “Which bus is yours?” they asked.  “Where do you belong?”  Overwhelmed, 
Jenny just stood there.  She was no help to them whatsoever.  She had no idea where 
she belonged, which bus was hers.  Somehow, the teachers figured it out and got Jenny 
on the right bus. 

It was after the bus stopped the first time to let some students off that Jenny 
realized she was not home yet: she had no idea which stop was hers.  She looked out 
the windows, waiting to see her mom or someone else familiar.  But after the first day of 
first grade, it turns out that she was pretty tired, and Jenny drifted off to sleep.  She 
stayed that way until the bus had been returned to the depot and driver was making one 
last sweep to pick up the trash.  Imagine that bus driver’s surprise to find a small, 
redheaded little girl sleeping against the window, with her backpack still over her 
shoulders. 

Long story short, the bus driver called the school, and the school figured out who 
she was.  The bus took her back to school, where her mother had been called to come 
pick her up.  Jenny says she supposed she was no worse for the wear, but for the rest 
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of the semester, she had to keep a laminated card pinned to her shirt.  It included her 
name, her bus number, and her bus stop.  She was embarrassed at the time, but 
reflecting back, it now reminds her of God’s claim on her from the very beginning.  
Jenny said, “Baptism is something like that card pinned to me.  It told me, and anyone 
else who needed to know who I was and where I belonged.  It told the world that I was 
known and cared for.  It stated definitely where I was going, and it made sure I got 
there.”  At the end of the day, it led her straight home.i 
 Genesis 1 teaches us that the wind of God, the Spirit of God, is always as close 
as our own breath.  This is the first thing about us – that’s God’s grace is as close to us 
as the air we breathe.  We belong to God, and this is our truest identity.  Over and over 
again, God is creating and re-creating us. 

The story goes that when Martin Luther was hidden away for his own safety 
during the dangerous, early days of the Reformation, he wrestled with translating the 
Bible into German.  As he struggled over difficult passages and grew more and more 
frustrated with his situation – he could be heard through the castle doors and over the 
castle walls to shout aloud, “Baptizatus Sum!”  “I am baptized!”  Later on and throughout 
his life, tradition tells us that in moments of anxiety or depression (for apparently, this 
happened often), he would touch his forehead, where some priest would have poured 
out the water on his baby-fresh skin years before, and Luther whispered to himself 
those same words, “Baptizatus Sum.”   
 In our Presbyterian tradition, each time we baptize a child in our sanctuaries, we 
are charged to remember our own baptisms.  To remember the words that were said 
over us – whether infant or teenager or adult – “Kendra Jo, child of the covenant,” 
“Steven Wayne, child of the covenant….”  Belonging to and being loved by God are the 
first things for each of us.  As Nadia Bolz-Weber says, “Identity is always God’s first 
move.” 

There are times we need to be reminded of how much God loves us, and there 
are times we need to be reminded of how much God loves the person standing in front 
of us.  We are children of the covenant, and in addition to receiving that grace, we are 
called to do our best to live by the covenant, extending that same grace to everyone we 
encounter. 
 Last year, members of the book study I lead a Second Presbyterian read Barbara 
Brown Taylor’s book Learning to Walk in the Dark.  She remarks that if both the light 
and the darkness are a part of God’s good creation, then both light and dark are 
necessary for us.  She writes, “The way most people talk about darkness, you would 
think that it came from a whole different deity, but no.  To be human is to live by sunlight 
and moonlight, with anxiety and delight …. To want a life with only half of these things is 
to want half a life….” 
 At each memorial service we lead in our churches, we pray the words that our 
“baptism is complete in death.”  From its very beginning, the Christian life acknowledges 
the uncomfortable realities of evil and death.  But in baptism, we make the bold claim 
that neither of these gets the final word.   

(In fact, In some Orthodox traditions, the adult being baptized literally spits in the 
face of evil before going under the water.) 

Baptism declares our true identity and then insists that nothing – not even death 
– can change that.  We come from God, we always belong to God, and we return to 
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God.  We belong to a God who loves us and absolutely refuses to let go of us, until God 
has brought us all the way home. 

This past winter, several friends and I watched the illness and decline of a fellow 
pastor unfold through his wife’s updates on a Caringbridge page.  In January of this 
year, doctors finally uncovered what had been making Scott so sick.  He had a rare 
form of cancer that had started in his lungs.  Scott had never been a smoker.  Quickly, 
despite incredible medical care, it became clear this young pastor, husband, and father 
of four would not recover.  In February, his wife recounted their goodbye.  She wrote, 
“When the drugs took hold and he was confused about what was happening, he knew 
the most important thing.  I asked him, ‘Who do you belong to?’" 

"I belong to God,” he said. 
The Heidelberg Catechism begins with the question, “What is your only comfort, 

in life and in death?”  The answer: “That I belong – body and soul, in life and in death – 
not to myself but to my faithful Savior, Jesus Christ…”  In the waters of creation and the 
waters of baptism, we are assured that God claims us, promises us eternal life, and 
gives us the will and strength to live for God.  Nothing we do or fail to do can separate 
us from that love. 

In her book Searching for Sunday, author Rachel Held Evans describes the 
connection between God’s Spirit over the waters at creation, the role of that water in our 
daily lives, and the claim it holds for each of us.  Hear now her words: 
 

In the beginning, the Spirit of God hovered over the water. 
The water was dark and deep and everywhere, the ancients say, an endless 
primordial sea. 
 
Then God separated the water, pushing some of it below to make oceans, rivers, 
dew drops, and springs, and vaulting the rest of the torrents above to be locked 
behind a glassy firmament, complete with doors that opened for the moon and 
windows to let out the rain…. 
 
We know, as our ancestors did, both the danger and necessity of water.  Water 
knits us together in our mothers’ wombs.  Water courses through our bodies and 
makes our planet blue.  It is water that lifts cars like leaves when a tsunami rages 
to shore, water that in a moment can swallow a ship, in eons carve a canyon, 
water we trawl for with billion-dollar equipment scavenging Mars, water we drop 
on the bald heads of babies to name them children of God, water we torture with 
and cry with, water that caries invisible diseases that will kill four thousand 
children today, water that if warmed just a few degrees more will come crashing 
in and around the earth and wash us all away. 
 
But just as water carried Moses to his destiny down the Nile, so water carried 
another baby from a woman’s body into an expectant world.  Wrapped now in 
flesh, the God who once hovered over the waters was plunged beneath them at 
the hands of a wild-eyed wilderness preacher.  When God emerged, he spoke of 
living water that satisfies and of being born again.  He went fishing and washed 
his friends’ feet.  He touched the ceremonially unclean.  He spit in the dirt, cast 
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demons into the ocean, and strolled across an angry sea.  He got thirsty and he 
wept. 
 
After the government washed its hands of him, God hung up on a cross where 
blood and water spewed from his side.  Like Jonah, he got swallowed up for 
three days.   
 
Then God beat death.  God rose from the depths and breathed air once again.  
When he found his friends on the shoreline, he told them not to be afraid but to 
go and baptize the whole world. 
 
The Spirit that once hovered over the waters had inhabited them.  Now every 
drop is holy.ii 
 
In the beginning, God brought light and life into being.  In the beginning, God 

already loved you.  It is ordinary water, but extraordinary grace.  Thanks be to God. 

i I am indebted to my friend Rev. Jenny McDevitt for permission to use this illustration and for her wonderful paper 
on Genesis 1 for our 2017 By the Vine preaching group. 
ii Rachel Held Evans, Searching for Sunday: Loving, Leaving, and Finding the Church, from pp.3‐5. 

                                                            


